
Fig. 1. Laprascopic surgery using robot. Each robot arm has two contact with

human body. These contacts are elucidated by red circles.
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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of controlling multiple 

different tasks in various points on the robot body is considered. 

The proposed approach guarantee the execution of multiple tasks 

while complying intentional or accidental interaction with robot 

body. Task space errors are proved to be asymptotically stable 

while a proper estimation of the external torque on robot is 

available. Controller-observer algorithm is based on the 

generalized momentum of the robot. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-contact resolution is discussed in nowadays robotics 
in order to giving more dexterity to the robots, especially 
humanoid robots. This concept can be developed to use for 
other robots in complicated operations or complex 
environments. For example a robotic arm which is used in 
robotic surgery may have different contacts with human body, 
while various purposes are being persuaded in these contacts. 
For example, see multiple interactions in each of robot arms 
shown in Fig. 1. Multiple tasks must be defined so as to have 
the desired behavior in each of these contacts. These tasks may 
be force control, position control or both of them. Moreover 
interaction with the robot body is a common occurrence when 
robot is manipulating in a complex environment or near 
humans. Consequently, it is necessary to propose control 
strategies that deal with these situations safely and with 
minimum deviation from desired goals. 

Various plans are used in order to insure safe human-robot 
coexistence. Avoiding undesired collisions and handling 
possible physical interactions are two strategies adopted to 
ensure appropriate robot behavior in dynamic, unknown and 
complex environments. Preventing collision occurrence is 
carried out by using exteroceptive sensors such as cameras. 
Camera sampling rate limits the usage of these strategies for 
fast interactions because they cannot be used in fast control 
loop rate. 

In order to control physical interaction with robots, 
appropriately detecting the collision is necessary. Moreover a 
proper reaction strategy is needed to handle the interaction. In 
[1] two different control-observers are used for controlling 
undesired physical interactions with robot body. These control-
observers are using task space error and momentum observer 

for estimating the external torque and accomplishing position 
control in the end effector.  

Generalized momentum of manipulators can be used for 
accurately estimating the external force and momentum exerted 
in robot body. Momentum observer used previously for 
different robots such as aerial robots in [2] and serial robot in 
[3]. In this work we use manipulator generalized momentum 
with a modified algorithm for multiple control tasks such as 
force control in a multi-contact problem. 

Multi-contact strategy make it possible to use robot body in 
addition to robot end effector for manipulation. Higher DOF 
manipulators can have more contacts and do more complex 
tasks. Different kinematic model for multi-contact robots has 
been proposed in [4] and [5]. Moreover some control strategies 
for multi-contact robots has been disscused in works such as  
[4]. In [4] each new task is defined using stactures that are 
orthogonal to previous ones. 

In this work prioritized multi-task control such as the one 
used in [6] exploited. In order to have accurate force vector, 
orientation control is considered in this work. Momentum-
based observer is used for finding external undesired torque on 
the robot body. Observer precise estimation is involved in 
control law. Asymptotical convergence of the task space errors 
to zero while performing force control, position control and 
orientation control are proven. 

II. MODELLING

Robot dynamic model in joint space with n-contact can be 
written as  


